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BCSR
Borchelt
public health
education
tax
labor
economics
Van
career

BCSR CUPR EAC
cont’d

VTC and NTIP
Rosen
environmental impacts of transportation
transportation finance and economics
transportation and the built environment
bicycle and pedestrian safety and mobility

Carnegie
transportation planning and analysis
transportation and social equity
transportation finance and economics
bicycle and pedestrian safety and mobility
multimodal transportation planning and policy

Deke
transportation planning and analysis
transportation and social equity
transportation finance and economics
bicycle and pedestrian safety and mobility
multimodal transportation planning and policy

Aim
transportation planning and analysis
transportation and social equity
transportation finance and economics
multimodal transportation planning and policy

Brown
bicycle and pedestrian safety and mobility

Difilippo
transportation and the built environment

Lubin
transportation and social equity

Van Hagen
bicycle and pedestrian safety and mobility

Whyalla
transportation security and evacuation planning

Alexander
transportation and social equity

Bundy
transportation and social equity

Hoffman
transportation and social equity

VCCE
Nereman
urban redevelopment
community economic development
housing
urban community development

primary keywords in black
secondary keywords in red